Spectralink brings award-winning solutions, along with new sector
research, to Cisco Live! Berlin 2017
LONDON, UK. February 8, 2017 – Spectralink Corporation (www.spectralink.com), the global leader
in enterprise mobility solutions, is bringing its range of fully integrated and scalable enterprise-grade
DECT and superior Voice over Wi-Fi mobility portfolio to Cisco Live! Berlin 2017 on Booth 98, in Hall
4.2 World of Solutions. The company is also publishing two new research-based white papers on
mobility developments in the Retail and Healthcare sectors, as well as celebrating the new awardwinning status of its PIVOT:SC™ (8744) smartphone.
Spectralink recently announced an extension of its Cisco range with the introduction of the PIVOT:SC
Wi-Fi smartphone. The Spectralink portfolio, consisting of enterprise-grade DECT and superior Voice
over Wi-Fi solutions, are both Cisco certified as part of the SolutionsPlus Partner Program and
available on Cisco’s Global Price List (GPL). They enable solution architects and developers to create
and deploy in-building communications that enhance the efficiency, performance and
communication capabilities of customers.
Spectralink’s secure, reliable and rugged enterprise mobility solutions integrate with Cisco Unified
Communications Manager (CUCM) and Cisco Hosted Cloud Solution (HCS), enabling seamless
roaming. Spectralink solutions are also collaboration centric, allowing developers and system
architects to easily integrate the latest third-party applications and developments including Cisco
Spark into their solutions. This brings together people, processes, and data to enhance productivity
and improve business processes.
Spectralink’s leading position in the enterprise mobility market has now been globally recognised by
TMC (a global, integrated media company) who named the PIVOT:SC enterprise smartphone as a
recipient of the 2017 INTERNET TELEPHONY Product of the Year Award. These awards recognize the
most innovative and highest quality IP communications brought to market, or updated, in the past
year.
In a further initiative to support Cisco resellers, two new research-based white papers will debut at
Cisco Live! Berlin 2017, exploring end-user views on the value of, and urgent need for, integrated
mobile solutions in the Retail and Healthcare sectors. The findings from multiple interviews
summarised in these papers, provide useful insights into the key value points for mobile solutions
currently exercising buyer minds in these sectors.
Simon Watson, Alliances Manager - UK, EMEA & APAC Sales comments, “With our 100% indirect
business model, Spectralink is totally committed to supporting Cisco resellers as they deliver
innovative mobile customer solutions. Whether through our voice and messaging focused DECT
solutions, or our voice and data oriented Wi-Fi offering, our widely compatible enterprise-grade
mobility portfolio delivers optimum value and return on investment to customers. Add to that
capability the option of easily incorporating the latest App developments, including the latest release
of Cisco Spark and Cisco partners can offer real future-proofing for their clients. I have never seen a
partnership accelerate with such depth and speed and our Cisco relationship has already produced
early joint wins for resellers and integrators.”

About Spectralink Corporation
Spectralink leads the enterprise mobility market with industry’s most deployed mobility solution
portfolio optimized for mission critical healthcare, retail, manufacturing and hospitality applications.
As the enterprises transition to mobile workflows, Spectralink is at the forefront of the industry
transformation through its innovative end-to-end mobility portfolio. Designed for challenging RF
environments, our mobile solutions enable enterprises to streamline their workflows and deliver a
positive customer experience. To protect our customers’ investments in UC platforms, we offer the
best interoperability in the industry with the leading call control platforms. Since 1990, Spectralink
has deployed millions of mobile devices worldwide – providing enterprises with the industry’s most
reliable, high quality and secure mobility solutions.
For more information, please visit www.spectralink.com or call +1 303-441-7500 (North America)
and +45 7560 2850 (EMEA).
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